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On Oct. 31, President Alberto Fujimori's administration held a national referendum on a new
constitution, drafted earlier this year by the constituent congress (Congreso Constituyente
Democratico, CCD). Almost immediately after the vote, Fujimori triumphantly proclaimed
victory based on surveys of voters as they exited the polls. "The triumph of the `Yes' ballots in
support of the new constitution is undeniable," exclaimed Fujimori. "There is no room for doubt."
Nevertheless, with the official vote count still not complete, on Nov. 4 the National Electoral Council
(Jurado Nacional de Elecciones, JNE) said preliminary results suggested a race too tight to call
on the basis of projections. JNE spokesperson Juan Chavez Molina said that one reason for the
discrepancy between the exit poll data and the preliminary official results was that many voting
stations in outlying areas were not included in the exit poll surveys. Chavez Molina suggested
that uncertainties surrounding the results could ultimately require the convoking of a second
referendum. Fujimori suspended the previous constitution, dissolved congress, and seized
autocratic powers with the support of the military on April 5, 1992. A victory by the "Yes" option in
the referendum was seen as an essential element in efforts to restore the legitimacy of the Fujimori
government. Since one of the reforms included in the new constitution allows for presidential
reelection for back-to-back terms, a "Yes" victory would also pave the way for a reelection bid
by Fujimori in the 1995 elections. Even in the exit poll results cited by Fujimori in proclaiming
victory, the alleged margin of victory for the "Yes" option was much narrower than had been
predicted prior to election day. Projections based on the exit poll data indicated that the final results
would be approximately 53% for the "Yes," and 47% for the "No." Two weeks before the vote, in
comments to reporters, Fujimori predicted that the "Yes" vote would win by a two-to-one margin.
Fujimori had characterized the referendum as a vote of confidence in his government, and said
he would resign if the "Yes" failed to prevail on Oct. 31. The greatest level of support for the new
constitution was concentrated in Lima, where approximately one third of the country's 12 million
voters reside. According to the exit poll data, in Lima 59.9% of voters approved the new constitution,
while 40.1% rejected it. However, the "No" vote received a majority in 14 of the country's 24
departments. Gustavo Mohme, coordinator of the "Civic Committee for the No Vote," declared
that the referendum results send a strong message to Fujimori, "obliging him to seek a political
accord with the opposition and to realize that the `No' only triumphed in the poorest departments
of the country, where economic crisis and political violence has left millions of Peruvians in misery."
Mohme added that, excluding the results from Lima, the "No" achieved a two-to-one victory over
the "Yes." According to Mohme, the balance of forces demonstrated through the vote will usher
in a new stage in relations between the government and Peruvian political organizations. Fujimori
believed his own high approval ratings in pre- vote opinion polls foreshadowed a massive victory
in the referendum. The opinion polls apparently indicated that public support for Fujimori was
growing due to the government's success in reducing the annual inflation rate from 7,659% in 1990
to about 40% this year, and the government's impressive achievements in the fight against insurgent
groups. Indeed, the arrest and imprisonment of top rebel leaders including Shining Path (Sendero
Luminoso) chief Abimael Guzman and Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement (Movimiento
Revolucionario Tupac Amaru, MRTA) head Victor Polay clearly helped tip the opinion polls in
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Fujimori's favor. The Oct. 31 vote, however, was preceded by two weeks of increased political
violence. Bomb attacks by suspected rebels left six dead and more than 60 wounded, and caused a
massive black-out in Lima and the surrounding area on Oct. 29. On the day of the referendum, army
troop carriers patrolled Lima's principal streets while helicopters circled overhead as part of efforts
to prevent rebel attacks against voters and polling stations. The voting itself which was monitored
by observers from the Organization of American States (OAS), Japan, and Europe proceeded
without major incident. (Sources: Associated Press, 10/29-31/93; Notimex, 10/31/93; New York Times,
11/01/93; Agence France-Presse, 10/29- 11/04/93; Spanish news service EFE, 10/29-11/03/93)
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